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In the beginning, the earth was covered with Broccoli, Cauliflower, 
Spinach, Kale, Berries, Apples, Bananas and Citrus. All colors of the 
rainbow — Green, Yellow, Orange, Blue and Red. Bountiful Fruits and 
Vegetables of all imaginable kinds so man and woman would live long 
and healthy lives. 

Then healthful Yogurt was created so that these nutrients would find 
their way to where they were needed. But someone thought, let’s add 
Fructose Corn Syrup to sweeten the flavor and Hormones to the Milk so 
we may have more of it. Man and Woman said — Delish, I want more!  

From the earth, sprang Sprouted Whole Grains, such wonderful grains 
like Amaranth, Quinoa, Bulgar Wheat and Wild Rice rich in Fiber, 
Nutrients, and natural Energy. And then man said — wait! These grains 
will taste better if we process and bleach the grains and make them tasty 
and smooth to create Chips, Pretzels and Cookies. Yum! 

Heart healthy oils were discovered in Olives, Coconuts and Avocados and 
life was good again. But Scientists decided to make them still healthier 
because, as we all know, science is always right…They turned them into 
Partially Hydrogenated Trans Fats and called it Margarine. And boy was 
this marketed as healthy? Who doesn’t like Croissants, French Fries and 
Donuts? Suddenly, man gained 5 pounds. 

Foods got bigger too! — So big, they needed their own platter. “You want 
Fries with that?” and “Super-Size me too!” were slogans and marketing 
campaigns that everyone loved. And man’s cholesterol shot through the 
roof. But all were happy because cholesterol drugs were invented and 
quadruple by-pass surgery became like an out-patient procedure! 

Not long ago, all Foods were good; all Foods were Organic. We have 
changed the way they look and perform in our bodies. Our digestive 
systems have evolved over millions of years, yet all the changes I just 
mentioned happened in the last 75 years. There just isn’t any way we can 
adapt that quickly. Each time you eat you are either helping or hurting 
yourself. Think before you eat. Take the time to know where your Foods 
come from and what has happened to them along their journey to you.

You are what your Foods eat!

Dan Young
Dan Young is the founder and president of Simple Again, representing 
Performance Food Centers and the swiig brand of nutritional products. 
Certified in personal training and sports nutrition, Dan is a lifelong athlete, 
having competed in body building and endurance events. Dan completed his 
first of many Ironman competitions in 2018.
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The articles and content contained in Nutrition Quarterly, specifically within “Featured 
Articles” may not strictly conform with swiig and Performance Food Center’s nutritional 

outlook. We frequently read and share articles containing opposing information and derive 
our nutritional philosophies from the latest science, the opinions of experts worldwide and 
our anecdotal experiences in the field. We keep an open mind and a strong affinity for fact-

based evidence to help simplify the world of nutrition for you.
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The top reason that we fail miserably to meet our 
fitness goals is the ‘broken record’ of ‘overused and 
abused’ excuses; you all know what I’m talking about! 
(For those of you who don’t, you are either in denial 
or perfect. In those cases you probably want to stop 
reading right now; this doesn’t pertain to you.) Anyway, 
congratulations to everyone else! You’ve completed the 
first step by admitting you are an Excuse-aholic.

Hey Nute Guru, sometimes, no matter how much a 
psyche myself up, I just can’t seem to make it to the 
gym. I always think of something that I ‘need’ to do 
instead, or I’ll tell myself that I’m too tired and ‘I’ll go 
tomorrow,’ but I do the same thing the next day. I know 
I need to make some changes – what am I doing wrong?

EXCUSE-AHOLIC
“I’m broke! I can’t afford the gym!”

ALTER-EGO
The reality is you can’t afford not to go to the gym. If you start  
hitting the gym, the chances lessen that you will be at home snacking 
$ or renting a movie $$ or beating yourself up about not going (which 
might lead to hours on the psychiatrist’s couch $$$). Also, keep in mind, 
many insurances are offering free or discounted memberships to certain 
health clubs if you qualify.

Nute Guru

Next, it’s important to know that you aren’t alone (please don’t add this 
to your bank of excuses; that will defeat the purpose). It’s human nature 
to rationalize with ones’ self to get out of doing something that appears 
less than appealing. In this case, exercise. In the end, minutes or hours of 
useless arguing with yourself usually ends up hurting only you and your 
figure, go figure.

Moving on, it’s time to confront those lame excuses and move  
on with your life! Here is a list of some of the top excuses  
followed by the opposing arguments to prepare  
you for your next battle against, well you.
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EXCUSE-AHOLIC
“I will start tomorrow.”

ALTER-EGO
Put it off until tomorrow, and all you will have left are a lot of wasted 

yesterdays. Start today — even if it’s a five minute jog, a few sit ups, or 
a walk with the dog, ANYTHING! If you stop putting it off it will come 

much easier when tomorrow rolls around.

EXCUSE-AHOLIC
“I’m out of shape, I don’t want anyone to see me!”

ALTER-EGO
Who cares what people think, everyone has some extra weight that they 

want to lose. Go now, or people may see you even heavier  
wearing nothing but a gown on a hospital bed.  

Remember that everyone in the gym had to  
start from somewhere; most didn’t just wake  

up with the strength and endurance to hike  
the Rockies and a body fit for a runway.

EXCUSE-AHOLIC
“I have no time.”

ALTER-EGO 
This is the biggest excuse of all; this is your  
time, pay yourself first. Don’t let anyone or  
anything take that away from you. Either  

get up a little earlier or cut out some of the  
time in front of the tube. If you’re busy with  

kids, make them exercise with you! Exercising  
is not meant to be an all day affair; even 20  

minutes a day will get you closer to your goals.

Want to ask 
the Nute Guru 

a question? 
Scan here! →

If you have been using any of these excuses 
to avoid the gym, now is the time to embrace 
your Alter-ego, QUIT being an Excuse-aholic 
and hit the gym!
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             hinking about lacing up those Nikes and doing a 5K? 
             If so, congratulations! Way to NOT be a couch potato. This is a 
             great activity and will yield many positive health benefits. 

Most folks begin running to lose that spare tire. Statistics prove that running is 
one of the top fat burning exercises you can do; however, once you start, other 
health benefits become apparent. These benefits may range from improved  
mental alertness, lowered stress levels and even an increased positive attitude. 
There may be less apparent benefits that could be happening as well, such as 
slowing down the aging process, preventing muscle and bone density loss, 
promoting the production of human growth hormone, reducing the risk of stroke, 
osteoporosis, diabetes, hypertension — the list goes on and on, and it’s all good.

THE NUTS AND BOLTSTHE NUTS AND BOLTS
So lace up those sneakers and get going! But wait! Aren’t you forgetting 
something? Training is only half the battle; the rest is nutrition. So, if you truly 
want to lose that spare tire and maximize your efforts, get your nutrition right!

Believe it or not, there is a difference in the nutritional requirements for 
competing in a 5K vs. a 10K, not to mention a marathon. Each event utilizes a 
unique combination of energy sources. Since there are three different energy 
systems within the body (Immediate, Glycolytic and Oxidative) and each 
serves a unique purpose, each of these events will require different nutritional 
adaptations. Look at it this way — you wouldn’t pack the same amount of clothes 
for a two week trip as you would for an overnighter, right? It’s about packing 
your body with the right nutrients to get the job done, and different jobs require 
different nutrients.

T
YOUR 5K
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                                               Your body’s first energy system is  
                                   aptly named the Immediate Energy system, and is for  
                      explosive-strength output. This system generates its energy through  
            the use of ATP (adenosine triphosphate) and PC (phosphocreatine) and 
lasts just a few minutes in duration. This energy system will mostly be used to 
begin your 5K and as you sprint towards the finish line, depending of course on 
your conditioning and aggressiveness.

The Glycolytic Energy system is the second energy system in the body. This 
system is for medium-term energy and for repeated near-maximum exertion, 
much like the energy needed to compete in a 5K. Like the Immediate system, 
it is a non-oxidative system, meaning it functions without oxygen. Glycogen is 
used to produce this energy. Glycogen, like ATP and PC, is stored in your muscle 
fibers and is short term, like gas in a tank. Your body can only hold a limited 
supply — 800–2000 calories, and it is best stored from the carbs that you eat. If 
you don’t eat right, your body will break down muscle and turn it into glycogen. 
Just look at any long distance runner versus a sprinter — who has the most 
muscle? The Glycolytic Energy system will provide your primary energy during 
a 5K event; since these events are usually between 20–30 minutes long, you are 
using near-maximum exertion during the entire event.

The last energy system is the Oxidative system. This energy system will utilize 
more fat stores for its energy source because of the increased level of VO2 
(maximum oxygen consumption). This system plays a greater roll in endurance 
athletes much like a 10K and marathon runner; however, it does play a small 
part during the 5K since duration can run over 20 minutes.

GETTING NUTRITION RIGHTGETTING NUTRITION RIGHT
• Consume a diet with a Carbs-Protein-Fat ratio of 55-25-20 respectively.

• Eat 5–6 small meals a day rather than 3 large ones.

•  Consume complex carbohydrates in every meal, because these most 
effectively refill the glycogen stores in your muscles and liver.

•  Eat a good meal 2–3 hours before your event. If this is not possible, be sure to 
consume a high-glycemic based drink immediately before your event. This 
will help to prevent muscle break down.

•  Watch your fat intake. Large amounts of fat in your diet will add to your body 
fat and will cause mineral loss through frequent urination.

•  Drink plenty of water while training and leading up to your event. With each 
gram of glycogen stored, you store 2.7 grams of water. Therefore, remaining 
properly hydrated will also help prevent weakened muscle contractions and 
early onset of fatigue.

•  Most importantly, be sure to recover quickly following  your event by drinking 
a high-glycemic Recovery Shake with a 3-1 ratio of Carbs to Protein respectively.
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Protein comes from many sources,
like beef, chicken, fish, legumes and milk. Whey 
protein is a pure, natural, high-quality, easily-
absorbed (bio-available) protein from cow’s milk. 
Whey is a by-product of making cheese. It takes 
approximately 10 pounds of milk to make one pound 
of cheese, the remaining nine pounds is Whey. Whey 
has considerably less fat, sodium, lactose and calories 
than milk. It is a rich source of the essential amino 
acids needed, on a daily basis, by the body. In its 
purest form, as whey protein isolate, it contains little 
to no fat, lactose or cholesterol.

Whey is made up of molecules that are chains of 
Amino Acids called Peptides. The human body can 
only absorb very small di and tri-peptides. Larger 
peptides must be enzymatically broken down 
(hydrolyzed) before any absorption can occur. 
Breakdown and absorption of protein occurs 
primarily in the duodenum of the small intestine (a 
one foot area). Once it is past this area of the small 
intestine there is essentially no further absorption. 
Undigested protein passes into the colon where it is 
a known health hazard. Beef, poultry, fish, eggs, soy 
and grains have no di and tri-peptides. Having none, 
they will not breakdown in time and limit absorption 
to 30% at best. Absorption is key to being assimilated 
into your body, so it is important that you choose 
your protein wisely.

Most Americans don’t get enough protein in their 
diets to support their busy lifestyles. Times have 
changed and even those that don’t exercise regularly 
have a protein deficiency. For those that do exercise, 
protein is a key component of post-workout recovery. 
Utilizing the right blend of carbohydrates and 
protein for recovery can help your body, build, heal 
and ultimately reach your health and wellness goals. 
Whey Protein supplementation is an ideal source 
for assisting in recovery and squashing a protein 
deficiency once and for all.
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There are two different forms of Whey Protein. Whey Protein 
Concentrate has anywhere between 29% and 89% protein 

depending upon the product. As the protein level in Whey 
Concentrate decreases, the amounts of fat and/or lactose 

usually increase. Whey Protein Concentrates 
   have a higher percentage of large peptides and 
   therefore are not as readily absorbed by the body.

   Whey Protein Isolate is the most pure and 
   concentrated form of protein available. It contains 
90% or more protein and very little (if any) fat and 
lactose. The process of making an Isolate involves 
hydrolyzation or fermentation which breaks down the 
larger peptides into smaller ones called Isolates. These 
very small peptides are easily absorbed by the body. 

Using a Dairy-based Protein like whey is a great  
choice for its muscle-building benefits as well as its bio-
available zinc and iron, if you’re not a vegan and don’t 
suffer from dairy allergies. However, there’s a strong 
case to be made for integrating plant-based proteins 
          into your diet as well, even if you’re not vegan or

DAILY WHEY PROTEIN MATRIX
A unique blend of the best clean, non-denatured 
Whey Concentrates and fast-absorbing Isolates available

LO-CARB WHEY PROTEIN ISOLATE
Highest quality Whey Protein, ultrafiltered down to its  
purest form — no fats, carbohydrates or lactose

ORGANIC WHEY PROTEIN CONCENTRATE
USDA Organic, minimally-processed Whey Protein

ANCIENT GRAINS PLANT PROTEIN
An exceptional, plant-based nutritional profile with amino acids 
from ancient grains, rice and pea proteins

Available at the Juice Bar, Amazon and swiig.com
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       allergic. These proteins are easily digestible and  
           have been proven to fight inflammation and 
               reduce muscle soreness more effectively than 
              dairy-based proteins.
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What do you think people 
misunderstand about the journey 
of weight loss?

I think for sure there’s always the 
misconception, I guess for a large amount of 
weight loss, people think it’s from surgery 
or from a pill or something like that. You 
can make it happen if you learn the right 
way; and another thing is, so many people 
think you have to be in the gym all day 
long. I’m not a big gym person that likes to 
be in front of other people because it’s not 
something I ever really enjoyed. And that’s 
the thing, I always thought when I was at 
my heaviest that I was never going to lose 
all this weight because I didn’t want to go to 
the gym and I’m a picky eater, I don’t want 
to eat fruits and veggies all the time. It’s 
important for your diet but it’s not just all it 
is. So I think people misunderstand it’s not 
just about working out but 95% of it is 
your nutrition.

What would you say to someone 
who struggles to reach that 20 
seconds of courage?

For me, I know for a long time with my 
mental health, I lived in fear of going 
anywhere or doing anything because I 
was always worried of having a panic 
attack in public; or, what if it hit me 
and I didn’t know what to do or where 
to exit? For me it was a slow process, 
but once I started to get better — and 
then I watched that movie, it’s one of 
my favorites (We Bought a Zoo) — I had 
heard that quote and I was like, if I’m 
ever in a position where my anxiety is 
trying to take over or I’m not quite sure 
of what to do, but you know it’s that 
gut feeling deep down you want to do 
it but you just can’t get yourself to do 
it? That’s when I follow that 20 seconds 
of courage. What’s the worst that could 
come out of it? You know there are 
better things to come of it, whatever 

...working here has completely 
transformed my views on 

health and nutrition and again 
has been a huge part of my 

transformation.

Emma Holst - MANAGER
GOOD STUFF NUTRITION CO.
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it is. Basically just whenever you’re in 
the position of knowing you need to do 
it but something is holding you back, 
that’s when I recommend to be like okay, 
20 seconds of courage...we’re going to 
do it no matter the outcome, because, 
for some reason, I have this feeling I am 
supposed to be doing it.

It’s something that stuck with me most 
in the past 2 years. I lived in fear with so 
many different things with my mental 
health and also being in such a physical 
downfall of where I was, and it was 
just fear, fear, fear, piling up and you 
finally have to get the point where you 
push yourself, in a light way, don’t push 
yourself too hard that you’re miserable. 
Just 20 seconds of courage. And the 
outcome is it’s going to lead you to the 
next situation of 20 seconds of courage.

What are your favorite healthy 
habits that you incorporate into 

your every day life?

Definitely nutrition wise, watching what 
I eat. I am a very picky eater so for me 
it was nerve wracking that I needed to 
change my diet, but like I said, I have a 
protein shake everyday that actually 

tastes good and I enjoy it. It doesn’t taste 
chalky. So, nutrition wise, I incorporate 
things like a protein shake, or learning 
different ways to cook my protein, like 

chicken, eggs and that kind of stuff. Just 
learning different ways to cook has been 
really fun and educational for me. I also 

try to get 10,000 steps in a day because I’m 
not a big fan of being in the weight room 

and lifting heavy weights. But, getting 
10,000 steps in has been allowing my body 
to move and be active throughout the day 

without doing super high activity that I 
might not be comfortable with. Drinking 

water is huge, getting 8 hours of sleep, and 
also surrounding myself with good people 

that make me happy and that make me 
enjoy my time with them. Doing things I 
love in general, hobbies... doing those are 
huge as well. Just keep yourself mentally 

happy and healthy.

@GOODSTUFFNUTRITIONCO
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RASPBERRIES
RASPBERRIES

YOGURTYOGURT

PEANUTSPEANUTS

Yogurt is one of the oldest “produced” foods known 
to man, dating back over 8,000 years. Ghenghis Khan 

reportedly insisted that his warriors eat yogurt, 
believing it made them stronger, healthier,  

and even braver. Even if the only thing that 
you need to conquer is your day, yogurt 

can be a nutritious addition to your diet.

Add it to your shake for a boost of calcium,  
crucial for healthy bone mass, plus 1.5 billion  

CFUs (colony-forming-units) of beneficial  
probiotics for digestive health. 

Although peanuts didn’t gain popularity in  
the USA until the turn of the 20th century,  

they were eaten by the Inca thousands of years 
ago in what is now  South America. Peanuts are 

classified as a “legume” — along with beans, lentils  
and peas — and technically considered a vegetable.  

Add it to your shake as Peanut Butter or PB Lite  
for a wallop of plant-based protein, healthy fats,  

fiber, and a wide range of vitamins and minerals.  

Unlike most fruit, raspberries don’t continue to  
ripen after they’re harvested. This may explain  

why they have had many uses throughout history;  
in addition to being a delicious food, they were  
also used in medicine and to stain artwork red. 

Add it to your shake for a tasty, low  
sugar, high fiber boost of vitamins C, K  

and B6, plus antioxidants and flavenoids. 
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Chocolate Covered 
Marshmallow
Unsweetened Almond Milk, 
Yogurt, Organic Chocolate 
& Organic French Vanilla Crème 
with Chocolate Whey Protein

Grand Slam
Unsweetened Almond Milk 
Organic Caramel, Sea Salt, Vanilla 
& PB Lite with Vanilla Whey Protein

Raspberry Recharge
Unsweetened Almond Milk, 
Banana, Raspberries, 
Vanilla & ‘Get Energized’ 
with Vanilla Whey Protein

Recommended Shake:

Recommended Shake:

Recommended Shake:

DOWNDOWNSSHHAAKKEE
Available at the Juice Bar, 

Amazon and swiig.com
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There are some days where dragging yourself out of bed or off the couch to get ready for a tough workout 
is harder than the actual workout, but when you persevere and get through it, it’s always worth the 

effort. However, working hard and training on a regular basis is only half the battle! How can we 
maximize the results of each and every workout? The key is that continual progress, positive results, and 

long-term success is just as much about recovery as it is about pushing the envelope.

Keep in mind that when we workout, we are, for all intents and purposes, placing large amounts of stress 
to our cardiovascular and musculoskeletal systems, to the point of causing ‘damage,’ so to speak. It is that 
stress and micro-damage that invokes the human body’s amazing ability to start the rebuilding process.

Let’s look at the top 5 ways you can maximize your workouts and kick start the recovery process:

post-workout nutrition
Following a grueling workout, your body has used up its glycogen stores for 

energy, your muscles have been placed under a great amount of stress and 
are ‘damaged.’ With that said, typically you have an ideal recovery window 
that lasts for about 45 minutes post-workout. Your best bet to starting that 

rebuilding process is typically a post-workout protein shake containing a 
high-quality protein supplement in conjunction with a simple carbohydrate 

source, such as fruit and a healthy fat, like peanut butter or flax seeds.

hydration
If you were pushing yourself and working intensely, you probably worked 
up a pretty good sweat. A mere 1–2% loss of body weight through fluid loss 

would already categorize someone as being dehydrated and negatively affect 
an individual’s mental and physical performance, not to mention their body’s 

ability to transport nutrients and oxygen to our cells. Remember, thirst is a 
red flag from your body that you are already dehydrated, so be sure to drink 

water even if you don’t feel thirsty.

5 ways
out of your workout
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sleep
Counting sheep not only boosts your arithmetic skills, but getting an  
optimal 7–9 hours of sleep a night also has countless benefits. Among 
them, some of the huge benefits optimal sleep provides include:  
reduced inflammation, hormone regulation, and lowered risks for  
cardiovascular disease and stress. While sleeping, our body is at rest,  
which provides the perfect environment for all  these crucial biological  
processes to occur with minimal energy demands. 

lifestyle
Last, but certainly not least, is living a healthy lifestyle — not only by 
putting in work at the gym or outside at the park, but also on a daily basis 
in the choices you make, the foods you choose to eat or avoid, and keeping 
your actions focused on doing what’s best for your health and wellness. 

supplementation
With so many supplements on the market, there are a handful over time 
that have shown to be beneficial and well worth making a part of your 
daily regimen. A complete multi-vitamin provides a wealth of essential 
vitamins and minerals required to keep the body’s natural processes 
running at an optimal level. Although there is never a substitution 
for eating wholesome natural healthy food, a multi-vitamin provides 
an easy and efficient solution. For example, the benefits of fish oil 
supplementation are overwhelming and beg to ask the question, why isn’t everyone 
taking them? Fish oil’s primary benefits are a result of their high omega 3 fatty acid 
content. Taking fish oil provides incredible benefits, including: reduced inflammation, 
lower cholesterol and triglycerides, improved joint health, efficient fat loss, and 
reduced muscle soreness from weight training.
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Vitamins & Minerals
well as giving you that critical edge 
when competing, or just losing those 
last 5 pounds. For example, the average 
person may only need 30 milligrams of 
Vitamin C in their diets daily to remain 
healthy. But, remove this valuable 
vitamin and watch your health decline 
into a pernicious state of scurvy. Screw 
with your micronutrients and they can 
screw with you.

Beyond the Basics
In addition to the essential vitamins and 
minerals, a host of micronutrients exist 
that are manufactured in the body but 
that can also be provided through foods or 
supplements for additional benefits. These 
substances, called metabolites, are also 
sometime known as accessory nutrients. 
For athletes, many of these accessory 
nutrients can improve performance. 
Carnitine for instance — essential for 
the oxidation of long-chain fatty acids 
into energy — has been shown to benefit 
fat metabolism and increase endurance 

Micronutrients are present in your diet 
and in your body in small amounts. 
They represent only about 4% of your 
body’s total weight. They are measured 
in milligrams and micrograms, and are 
organic compounds that the body needs 
for the maintenance of good health 
and for growth. Vitamins can not be 
manufactured by the body; therefore 
you must get them from food. They are 
not usually metabolized for energy, but 
some are essential for the production 
of energy from the macronutrients you 
eat by acting as cofactors in making 
molecules. In addition, they play 
various structural roles, and function as 
electrolytes and enzymes. Minerals on 
the other hand, are inorganic nutrients 
that are essential structural components 
in the body and necessary for many vital 
metabolic processes.

Your body may only need infinitesimal 
amounts of vitamins and minerals in 
your daily diet, but they can have big 
implications on one’s overall health, as 
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as well (meaning your carbs are coming 
from organic and natural whole grains, 
veggies, legumes and fruits, your proteins 
are from free-range and organic beef, 
poultry and fish, and your fats are healthy 
ones from olive oil, nuts, fish and flax), 
then chances are you are also receiving 
the necessary vitamins and minerals to 
yield good health.

Athletes Require More
Because of the level of processing most 
of our foods undergo (not to mention soil 
degradation and the stresses of exercise), 
there is a good chance that a diet filled 
with more processed foods than organic 
whole foods is not going to provide 
the necessary micronutrients to help 
you achieve your goals. Combine this 
with poor eating choices and ineffective 
timing, and you can imagine that you are 
probably not receiving optimum nutrition.

Supplements can absolutely top off 
your tank and help you reach optimum 
nutrition. Do your research first and 
remember too much can be just as 
harmful as too little.

when taken in supplemental amounts. 
Inosine is touted for its energy-enhancing 
effects and usefulness in power sports. 
Creatine has now been proven to affect 
strength and endurance.

How Much?
Until the late 70s, vitamins and minerals 
were only researched to determine 
levels needed to avoid deficiencies. 
Today however, more and more research 
is concluding that specific levels of 
Micronutrients can affect performance. 
If you exercise, whether in the gym, pool, 
track or on the court, you put your body 
through stress. Different exercises require 
different levels of nutrition. When you 
stress your body, more specific nutrients 
are required for repair. Finding the right 
levels and types for you is as personal as 
your toothbrush. It’s hard enough getting 
the right ratios of carbs, protein and 
fats, and now you need to worry about 
vitamins and minerals too? Don’t sweat it. 
If you already focus on eating the proper 
ratios of quality macros (approximately 
55/30/15% respectively) and then make 
sure the sources of those macros are good 

Much attention is all too often given to the 
macronutrients (i.e. protein, carbohydrates and 

fats) and why not? Understanding the correct ratios 
and timing of them can make a profound difference 

between success and failure in the gym. But what 
about the little guys? Can micronutrients help too?
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1.  A pure, all natural low-glycemic 
sweetener extracted from fruit

2.  A natural sweetener extracted from 
plants that yields no calories and has no 
insulin response

3.  A measure of how easily protein is 
absorbed and used by the body

4.  Molecules containing two or more  
amino acids that make up proteins

5.  The number of cells in the human body 
that need protein every day

6.  The number of probiotic CFUs (colony-
forming units) in swiig Powdered Yogurt

7.  Responsible for breaking down large 
particles of food into smaller building 
blocks that your body can absorb

Whey to Go! 
You’ve Learned a Lot.
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Answers:   1b, 2d, 3g, 4c, 5f, 6a, 7e
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a. 2 Million

b.  Fructose

c.  Peptides

d.  Stevia

e.  Digestive Enzymes

f.  60+ Trillion

g.  Bio-Availability

Think You Know Your Stuff? 
See if you can match these words with their 

definitions. Answers are at the end — no peeking!

“What seems impossible 
today will one day become 

your warm-up.”
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Remember to 

Recover  
at the Smoothie Bar! 

Who doesn’t love Spring? The weather gets a little warmer, daylight 
hours are a bit longer, flowers begin to bloom, and birds start to sing. 
And since most of us have cabin fever, it’s the perfect time of year to use 
our pent-up energy and get outside for some fresh air and exercise. 

The benefits of fresh air are plentiful. Take advantage of this change in 
season, and work toward a change in yourself. Whether it’s a walk, a bike 
ride, or yoga on your patio, make it a habit and you’ll reap the endless 
benefits of fresh air exercise! Carving out 20 minutes daily for some 
outside activity, in addition to your gym routine, is great for your overall 
health and wellbeing. Now, get out there and add a little spring 
in your step!

In This Issue

"No winter lasts forever; no 
spring skips its turn."

– Hal Borland


